
Successful implementation of climate protection by Mondi Uncoated Fine Paper

The road to becoming a climate neutral company

www.climatepartner.com

Climate protection. For companies.
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Johannes Klumpp, Marketing and Sales Director at Mondi, reports on the holistic sustainability 

strategy of the leading paper and packaging manufacturer: from the responsible use of non-rene-

wable resources and the offer of climate neutral products to the compensation of all unavoidable 

emissions. In addition, Mondi aims to become a climate neutral company by supporting carbon 

offset projects offered by ClimatePartner.

Mondi Uncoated Fine Paper

Leading paper and packaging producer on the international level

2012 highlights:

•  Unavoidable emissions are offset through a 
hydropower project in Santa Catarina, Brazil.

•  31 million trees are planted annually.

•  65% of Mondi‘s forests are FSC® or PEFC™ 
certified.

•  The share of renewable energy is 58% (with 
an upward trend, 2004: 47%).

•  The company was recognized by the WWF 
in the categories „Transparency“ and „Best 
Environmental Performance Paper Brands“.
Environmental Performance Paper Brands“ 
ausgezeichnet.
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What is Mondi’s approach to the theme of climate and resource  

conservation?

Mondi’s Green Range slogan for its uncoated fine paper business is “As green as 

it gets”, which is part of our approach to product stewardship. We see sustaina-

bility as a continuous journey that involves setting and meeting new targets and 

benchmarks in sustainable production. The focal areas for Mondi’s fibre-based 

business are responsible forestry, reduced water and energy usage, fewer emis-

sions to air and water, less waste to landfill, and preserving biodiversity. Mondi’s 

first priority is to optimise production processes, reduce emissions and then 

offset remaining emissions to further reduce our environmental footprint.  We 

are able to do this by participating in certified emission-reduction projects.

Climate and resource conservation is also an important area for our customers, 

and one that we treat with a high degree of transparency. As a voluntary partici-

pant in WWF’s Check Your Paper database, WWF applauded Mondi’s efforts with 

Environmental Paper Awards (2012) in the category “Transparency” for having 

published 92% of Mondi-branded uncoated fine papers on the WWF’s database 

and in the category “Best Environmental Performance Paper brands” for 100% 

recycled NAUTILUS® SuperWhite, which reached 90% of achievable scores. We 

also organise green events and online learning tools for our customers, which 

address key environmental issues in the paper industry and underline the sig-

nificance of the environmental accreditations of our products such as FSC® or 

PEFC™, Blue Angel, Austrian Environmental Label and EU Ecolabel.

In your view, how important is sustainability and climate protection in 

the paper industry and has this had an impact on customer demand? 

Sustainability and climate protection is of great concern to the paper industry. 

Forests and forest products play a key role in mitigating climate change and 

reducing emissions of green house gases. Responsible forestry management 

makes the paper industry intrinsically very sustainable. 

Sustainable development is an integrated part of Mondi’s business. We fulfil our 

customer demand for environmentally conscious products with the Mondi Green 

Range, which stands for eco-efficient products that meet specific environmen-

tal criteria. All Mondi branded uncoated fine papers are now part of the Green 

Range and are FSC® or PEFC™ certified, totally chlorine free bleached, or 100% 

recycled. We also offer several CO2 neutral papers. Green purchasing is increa-

sing in importance across industries, businesses and the public sector. For our 

customers, the paper they print on is a big part of their environmental message. 
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What are some concrete examples, where Mondi has contributed to  

climate and resource conservation?

All Mondi owned, leased and managed forests in South Africa and Russia are 

FSC® certified and 65% of Mondi’s total wood supply is FSC® or PEFC™ certi-

fied. The remainder meet’s FSC’s controlled wood standard, which ensures legal 

compliance and no deforestation. Approximately 25% of our land holdings in 

Russia and South Africa are set aside for conservation. In 2012, Mondi sustaina-

bly managed some 2.1 million hectares of carbon neutral boreal forests in Komi, 

Russia, 306,000 hectares of plantation forests in South Africa, and planted 31 

million seedlings. As the result of carbon sequestration in Mondi owned forests 

in South Africa, 4.1 million tonnes of CO2 are avoided annually.

Mondi’s collaboration with ClimatePartner was a further step that allowed us 

to calculate and offset the emissions from the production of our products. We 

currently participate in the verified emissions- reduction hydropower project 

in Brazil, Santa Catarina, which results in an average annual CO2 reduction of 

approximately 290,976 tonnes of CO2 equivalents. This enables us to offer our 

customers Color Copy fully CO2 neutral, from cradle to Mondi factory gate, as 

well as 100% recycled NAUTILUS® SuperWhite and all high-speed inkjet papers 

with a CO2 neutral option.

Given that energy generation significantly contributes to greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions, Mondi’s climate change programme is directed at increasing the 

efficient use of energy and intensifying our use of renewable energy, which is 

significantly less carbon-intensive than fossil fuels. We are achieving our goals 

through the ongoing optimisation of our production processes; further increasing 

energy generation through combined heat and power (CHP) technology; incre-

asing our use of biomass-based fuels for energy generation; and implementing 

projects that will deliver carbon credits under internationally accepted flexible 

mechanisms, providing green energy to customers. 

By increasing the use of renewable raw materials from sustainable sources, we 

continue to increase the ratio of renewable energy use over fossil fuels. We use 
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technology, using our power stations to simultaneously generate both electricity 

and useful heat. This technology results in savings of more than 30% of primary 

energy compared with conventional electricity generation. 

Mondi is therefore able to sell its excess green energy and to provide electricity and 

heat from renewable and carbon-neutral resources for the public grid, and thermal 

energy for district heating in proximity to our material operations. Since 2004, we 

have increased our use of biomass in fuel consumption from 47% to 58% and we 

intend to increase this percentage further. Our measures in raising energy efficiency 

at all our operations, as well as the increased use of renewable energy sources, has 

helped us achieve a 16.4% reduction in energy intensity (energy consumption per 

tonne of saleable production) and an absolute CO2 reduction of 1.02 million tonnes.

biomass energy sources such as black liquor, an aqueous solution of residues 

from the Kraft process, as an alternative to fossil fuels at all of our mills. This 

has enabled a number of our operations to be completely energy self-sufficient 

and net green energy providers to local communities and third parties. An ad-

ded benefit of using biomass, specifically bark and timber, is that this material 

would have been sent to landfill if not used as fuel. 

Mondi has approved various energy-related investments across a number of its 

operations, including a bark boiler in Syktyvkar and a new recovery boiler in 

Slovakia. In 2004, Mondi embarked on a strategy to become self-sufficient in 

electricity. To date, we have achieved some 93% self-sufficiency across mate-

rial operations. Mondi’s onsite-produced electricity is generated by way of CHP 
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What do you see as the greatest challenges for the paper industry with 

regard to climate change?

Ensuring access to sustainable fibre is one of the greatest challenges for the 

paper industry. To become increasingly eco-efficient in the paper industry, key 

issues such as responsible forestry, water scarcity, green house gas emissions 

and waste to landfills must remain in clear focus. 

Mondi aims to increase its overall eco-efficiency by limiting water and energy 

usage, reducing emissions and discharges to air and water and pursuing biodi-

versity. In the long term, our goal is to be a CO2 neutral company. 

The paper industry is highly competitive and innovation must involve not only 

product development but also energy and resource optimisation processes. In 

the long term only those companies within the paper industry will be successful 

who provide sustainable, eco-efficient solutions that are good for the environ-

ment, the customer and good business as well. 
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Certificate

climate neutral

This certificate confirms the offset of
carbon emissions in the amount of

CO2 EQUIVALENTS

57,911,024 kg

SUPPORTED CARBON OFFSET PROJECT

Multiple projects

AWARDED TO

Mondi Paper Sales GmbH

ASSESSED TO

Offset for Paper -
Color Copy

PLACE & DATE

Munich, 11/07/2013

Certificate number: 53687-1201-1001
www.climatepartner.com

How has ClimatePartner supported Mondi in achieving their 

sustainability goals?

ClimatePartner supported Mondi in the development of an IT-based Product Car-

bon Footprint programme, which was implemented company-wide to provide de-

tailed calculations of all of our product carbon footprints. Mondi worked together 

with ClimatePartner in accordance with CEPI’s 10 toes standard for carbon 

footprint calculation to calculate the total carbon footprint of 8 mills producing 

paper and board. In terms of our uncoated fine paper business, we calculated 

the product carbon footprint of 24 different papers from 4 paper mills in Austria, 

Slovakia, Russia and South Africa at each stage of the supply chain to determine 

the required Greenhouse Gas-reducing activities at every stage. 

The calculations were based on multiple production stages which included emis-

sions from forestry, waste paper collection, pulp production to paper production 

and transportation. This important process allowed us to take further steps to 

compensate for the carbon footprints of our production processes.  Through 

Mondi’s participation in the verified hydropower project in Brazil, Santa Catarina, 

we can offer our customers Color Copy CO2 neutral, and offer CO2 neutral op-

tions for 100% recycled NAUTILUS® SuperWhite CO2 neutral and all high-speed 

inkjet papers. We feel this is an important contribution in the field of voluntary 

climate protection. With the help of our voluntary CO2 neutral product offering 

in 2012 we have compensated 29,483 tonnes of CO2, which is comparable to the 

average CO2 footprint of 34,006 EU citizens per month.



Would you like to learn more about Mondi and ClimatePartner?

For more information, visit www.climatepartner.com. 

We would love to advise you personally.

ClimatePartner Austria GmbH

Schwindgasse 10

A-1040 Wien

phone +43 1 90761 43-20

E-Mail austria@climatepartner.com

Mondi Paper Sales GmbH

phone +43 1 790 13

E-Mail service.ufp@mondigroup.com


